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The work described in th is thesis focuses on the Slurry Precipitation And Recycle Re ... erse 
Osmosis (SPARRO) process. The process was deSigned to treat calcium sulphate (gypsum) 
scaling mine waters by encouraging preferentla l crysta l growth onto introduced seeds, rather 
than on the re ... erse osmosis membranes. The major problem faced by the SPARRO process 
was the short membrane life span, possibly due to damage caused by contact with gypsum 
crysta ls. Gypsum exists in two extreme morphologies, plate and needle- like crystals, which 
are formed from high (0.2 M) and low (0.04 M) concentration of eao, and Na,SO. solutions 
respecti ... ely. This research rein ... estigated the SPARRO process from a crysta llisation 
perspeai ... e with tne aims of : 
• Increasing the le ... el of understanding of fundamenta l aspects of the SPARRO process. 
• Developing a technique to quantify the gypsum crysta l morphology. 
• Oe ... eloping design specifications for a 5 L lab scale desupersaturation reactor. 
• Oe...eloping and defining the critica l parameters in controlling production of gypsum of a 
spedfied crystal size all:! morphology in tne desupersaturation reactor. 
The morphology of tne crystals was defined using digital image processing. The edges of 
crysta ls in the digital images were detected. Needle- like crystals exhibited % edges detected 
below 6 and plate-l ike crystals exhll~ted % edges detected above 8. 
Response surface methodology was used to In ... estlgate seeded precipitation. Experiments 
were carried out In a 5 L Perspex lab-scale reactor. The factors In ... est igated were the seed 
morphology, seed quantity (50), pH, impeller speed (N) and sulphate to ca lCium molar ratio 
(SCR). The three responses measured were the time required for the solutions to reach 
eqUilibrium (Tl, the percentage grolNth of the crysta ls during the experiments (% Growtl1), 
and the crystal morphology (expressed by % edges detected). The second order models 
USing plate·like seed crystals for the three responses were given by the following: 
T • 333.6 47.4(SQ) 39(SCR.) S.S(pH) - O.2(N) ~ 2.2(SQ)2 _ 2.4(SQXSCR) ,2.1(SCR.)2 













The model accounted for 97.4 % of the vanation in time to reach eqUilibrium. A minimum 
occurred at seed quant ity (SQ) of 6.3] % by volume, sulphate to ca lcium molar ratio of 5.66, 
pH of 554 and Impeller speed (N) of 595 rpm (Reynolds number of 4.5 ~ 10'). 
% Grol'.th - 102.0 - 14 .8(SQ} - 6.2(SCR} - 3.6(pH) - 0.04 (N) t 0.6(SQ)' • O.4(SQ}(SCR) -+ 0.4(SCR)2 
~ O.l(SQ)(pH) + 0.1(pH)2 • 0.OO5(SQ)(N) ... 0000004 (N)2 
The model accounted for 64.9 % of the variation in percentage crystal growth. A minimum 
occurred at seed quantity (SQ) of 8.06 % by volume, sulphate to calcium molar ratio of 4.54, 
pH of 5.]9 and impeller speed (N) of 496 rpm (Reynolds number of].7 x 10'). 
%Edges , 9.8 - I A{SQ) _ 0.5(SCII.) _ 0.3{pH) _ 0.OOO2(N) + 0 09(SQ}2 + 0.17(SQ}(SCII.) 
• O.OS(SCR l + 0.OO2(SQJ(pH) - 0.02(pH)2 t 0.001 (SQ }(N) ~ 0.000003 (N)' 
The model accounted fo. 89.06 % of the variation In the percentage edges detected. A ridge 
analysiS showed that percentage edges detected as high as 22% could be achieved by using 
a seed quantity (SQ) of 9 % by volume, sulphate to calcium molar ratio of 8.23, pH of 5.5 
and impeller speed (N) of 644 rpm (Reynolds number of 4.8 x 10') . 
The most significant factors were seed quantity and sulphate to caldum molar ratios. By 
keeping the leaSt Significant factors, pH and impeller speed constant at 7 and 500 rpm, the 
surface plots fo. the three responses were fitted and me respecti ve contour plots were 
superimposed. The contours were used to locate me operating conditions of the 
desupersaturatlon reactor required to achieve the fastest gypsum precipitation kinetics, the 
minimum crysta l growth and the highest percentage edges detected. The Criteria to achieve 
a minimum time to reach equilibrium and percentage crystal growth were satisfied 
simultaneously. However, as It was beyond the scope of thiS project to Investigate me size 
and morphology of the gypsum crysta ls that cause least damage to the reverse OSmosiS 
membranes used io the SPARRO process, it was not possible to define the exact operating 
cooditioos at which all three cr iteria of the desupersaturatlon reactor cao be met. The ideal 
operating conditions for the reactor can be found to meet al l the three cnteria if me required 
percentage edges detected lies oetween 12 aod 14 %. If the percentage edges reqUired is 
above Hi% or below 12%, a trade off betweeo the three respQoses aod the levels of the 













At low supersaturation (0.03 M of Na/SO, aod cael ) sol\ll:lons) needle-l ike crystals formed In 
the absence of seed crystals after very long Induction times. When plate-like seed crystals 
were used there were 00 needle-like crystals formed. An Increase in the seed quantity 
deaeased the growth per seed crystal. Precipitation kinetic data confirmed that gypsum 
precip!tatJOO IS surface controlled. The growth of gypsum crystals was found to be a second 
oo:Ier process. The imtlal seed morphology also Influenced the gypsum precipitation kinetICS. 
Equir.brium was reached much faster when plate-like seed crystals were used compared to 
when needle-like seed crystals were used 
Hydrodynamic studies were performed to determloe the macromixing times. Macrombdog 
time decreased when the Reynolds number Increased from 2.2 x to' to 6.7 x to'. 
TheOfellCaUy calaJlated ITIICfOfTllxing bme was slgniflCilfltly smal~ than macroml~ lng time, 
An Increase In the R(!yOOIds number caused a deaease In the percentage aystal growth and 
the time required to reach equilibnum. This phenomenon is consistent with the occurrence of 
Primary nudeatl(l(l. However, there Is overwhelming evidence that aystal growth rather than 
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1,1 Background Informab'on 
The mInIng, pulp and paper industries, the electricity generating companies together with 
the petroleum refineries In South AfriCa consume a 5tgnificant amount of fresh water 
annually. These industries are under great pressure from the Government to reduce their 
fresh water Intake by treatirlg arld re-uslrlg their waste water streams (Pulles et al., 1992), 
Treatment of effluent streams using conventional desalination techniques, Induc!ing 
electrodyalisiS and tubular reverse osmosis, are technically Viable for non-scaling waters. 
Partially treated gold mine waters, Ir1 particular, have high levels of calcium and sulphate 
Ions. Ume, whiCh is used for neutralisation of mine waters, IS the source of calcium Ions ~nd 
oxidation of pyrite ores present in gold bearings is the source of the sulphate ions (Juby and 
Sdlutte, 2000). When the solubility of caldum sulphate (comm(mly known as gypsum) is 
exceeded, precipitation of the S<llt is uncontrol lable and scaling occurs. This renders the 
application of the conventional desalination technique d ifficult and inappropriate. Moreover, 
gypsum scales deposit on process equipment and this adds to technical, e<:onomiCal and 
environmental burdens. 
The Chamber of Mines Research Org,misation undertook research Into the treatment of 
scaling waters. ThiS started in the early 1980's and continued unt il 1993 in several pha!es, 
culminating in the patenting of the novel design of the SPARRO (Slurry Predpltation hnd 
Recyde Reverse Osmosis) process. The SPARRO process (Figure 1.1) Is based on the Sea:Jed 
Reverse Osmosis (Harries, 1985) process and Involves the use of membrane technology. 
seeds of gypsum are synthesised in a desupersaturatlon reactor and are fed to the 
membrane together with the scaling water to be treated. seeds provide preferential sites for 
gypsum precipitation. The permeate is a stream of scal .... free water that Is separated by 
reverse osmosis in the membrane. The reject stream Is a supersaturated solution of gypsum, 
which Is recyded to the reactor. The reactor provides suffICient residence time for the 
supersaturated solution to reach eqUil ibrium. 
several aspects of the $PARRO process have been investigated In detail and the latest 













(Juby, 1994). HowevlY, further research was discontinued due to the short life span r:I the 
membrane in use, which resulted In high operating costs. 
) - --
-- I-.... -= ''''-~_w -~ ) ,,-.., 
Figure 1.1: Schematic representatioo of the SPARRO Process (J1.by, 199'1) 
The collaboration between the Umversity of Cape Town (UCT) and the Water Research 
Commission (WRC) rekindled the possibilities of exploring SPARRO project from a 
crystallisation perspective (hither to U"lexammed) and hence thIS project W3S initiated. 
1.2 Problem statement 
After previous research work on the development of the SPARRO process Ihere is still a lack 
r:I fundamental and practiCal U"lderstanding of the SPARRO process. Problems regarding the 
short membrane ~fetime have not yet been resolved and the cause of membrane damage 
has oat been confirmed. The studies w~ not carried out from a crystalltsation ~int of view. 
There is a possibility that gypsum is the ma)Ol" source of damage to the membranes. 
Information on wtjch gypsum crystal sIZe and morphology can be tolerated by the 
membranes IS not ilvilililDle. The operation of the desupersat\lralJon reactor used in the 
SPARRO process is not fully controlled with respect. to particle size and morphojogy. Th~ Is 
as a result diad!; of know~ of appropriate crystal sile required by the membranes. 
1.3 5aJpeofstudy 
Recent studies (LewiS et at., 2(02) show that gypsum OCCIJf5 In two distinct mofphologles, 
plate-like and needle-like, which form at high (above 0.1 M) and low (below 0.04 ,.. ) 













Figure 1.2: Plate-like crysta ls, sca le-bar: 1 f.m Figure 1.3; Needle-l ike crysta ls, scale-bar; 10 I,m 
nilS research has been taken from a crystallisation perspective with the main aim of 
understanding the factor.; control ling the morphology of the gypsum crystals. 
ThiS thesis starts with chapter 2, a review of the most releva nt literature avai la~e on the 
topic of gypsum predpitation and the SPARRO process. Chapter 3 deals w,th the principles 
and computations involved In response surface methodology. The lack of a technique to 
quantify me gypsum crysta l morphology motivated the formulation of a strategy of using 
digital Image processing. This strat€9Y Is presented in chapter '1 . Chapter 5 covers tM 
experimental pilrt of tIl is research. Results are presented and discussed in chapter 6. 
Olapter 71ndudes me condusions. Finally, chapter 8 presents some recommendations. 
1.4 Aimsill1dobjcctives 
The aims and objectives of this project are to; 
• Increase the level of understanding of me fundamental aspects of the SPARRO process. 
• Develop a tedmique to quantify the gypsum crystal morphology. 
• Develop design specifications for a 5 L lab scale desupersaturation reactor relating to the 
crystallisation parameters of the SPARRO process. This wil l indude the setting of the 
dimension and type of reactor, the stirring type and tile operating conditions. 
• Develop and define the aitical parameters In controlling production of gypsum of an 













12. Uterature review 
The fifst sectoon of thiS chapter dcscnbcs pre<: lpitatiOn thl'ory. The second sectIOn of thIS 
chapter gives the reicv(lnt propertiC5 of gypsum ilnd reviews previous rc5eard"l earned out 
involving gypsom. Section three outlines the conSideratiOn that should be taken into iKCOUnt 
111 !:he design (I reilctor vessel. SCctlon four reviews the fundamenUlIs of reactor 
hydrodyO<lmlCS. 5ection nyc cie(lls With the 50IJth African mine water qualitIeS and the Issues 
surrounding scaling. The last scctKlfl focuses on the ted"lnlcal aspectS of the 5PARRQ 
"""'" 
2.1 Precipitation Theory 
Preop!taoon has been described as fast crystaliisatJon. Precip itation processes are of great 
Importance In the ChefTIiCclI and process Industnes (SChnel and Garside, 1992). 
PrecipitatIOn Involves a number of processes IncllJding nlJCleatlon, crystal grolYth and other 
secondary processes such as ageing and il99lomeratlOfl (Sohnel and Garside, 1992) and 
these are Illustrated In Ff9Ure 2.1. The time scale dlll'ing whkh precipitation takes place call 
vary greatly, from a few miCro seconds to many dilys. The degree of supersaturation of a 
solutiOn determines the rates of these d;fferent steps. 
Fi9ure 2.1: stees ,nvotved In oreopotatlO'l (SOhneI anti Gafslde, 1992) 
2.1.1 Supersa turation 
Supersaturation is the thermodynamiC drivlng forte for any pre<:lpitatll'll] process and is the 
key variable In setting the ratC5 of the stepS Involved In preopitation ("tu llin, 2001). The 
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Of these three forms, the dihydrate, also known as gypsum, is the compound that Is of 
major Interest as it is predominant at ambient conditions. 
Gypsum Is a white and lustrous compound. Crystals of gypsum are likely to be curved or 
even lenticular; in twins this sometimes produces arrowhead forms (Miers, 1929). The 
structure of gypsum consists of strongly txmded layers of sol and Ca" with alternating 
layers of Hp. Hydrogen oonding holds the H,O molecules to the Ca50. layers and aIlCM's for 
cleavage (Nesse, 2000). The relevant properties of gypsum are highlighted in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Properties of gypsum (Othmer, 1995) 
Mo!eculclr Weight rg/moIJ 172.17 
Transition point (to hemihydrate form) [0C] 128 
Melting point [¢C] 1450 
~~ 
5pec1fic gravity 2.32 
Olrlstoffersen et al. (1982) experimentally determined the solubility of gypsum. Growth 
experiments were conducted in a dosed system and continued unbl a constant concentration 
of calcium was measured by an EOTA titration method. The solubility limit obtained for 
gypsum was 4 =0.0151 ± 0.0001 M. Tl1is is in agreement with the solubility value of gypsum 
of O.ot5 M obtained experimentally by Lash and Burns (1984). 
2.2.1 Physical aspects of gypsum precipi tation 
2.2.1.1 Crystal morpllologv 
The shape of the crystal Is largely determined by crystal growth and aggregation. If surface 
reaction controlled growth takes place at lower superSilturation, crysta ls of compact shape 
such as cubes and octahedrals are formed. If the growth Is largely anisotropic (where the 
precipitating molecules align In Specific directions), elongated shapes such as needles, rods 
and plates are formed (Sohnel and Garside, 1992). 
Franke and Mersmann (1995) studied gypsum precipitallon in a batch reactor. The reagents, 
GaNDj and Na,SO. solutions, were fed Simultaneously Into the reactor. The Initial 
supersaturation ratio was varied between 15 and 30. Only needJe·hke crysta ls precipitated. 
Lash and Bums (1984) prepared gypsum crystals using stock solutions of H1SO. and Ga01. 
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partide size decrease to a minimum. When the stirrer speed Is Increased beyond N"", the 
volume of PFR will get larger. But the tota l yield of tile product will remain constant because 
the reaction has alre<ldy taken place. 50 f(:Ner nudel and larger partJdes wUI be formed. For 
stirring speeds lower than N",~ the process is controlled by maoomlxlng. For stirring speeds 
greater than N"" the controlling step Is mioomlxlng. 
2.5 SOuth AfrlCiJn m ine wilters ilnd sCiJllng 
Most South African mine service waters have high caldum and sulphate concentrations. 
OXidation Of pyrite present in gold bearing ores Is tile source of the sulphate 10115. The 
presence of calcium Is as a result of addition of lime to mine waters for neutralisation 
purposes (Juby et ill., 1985). Typical compositions and quality of mine waters are given In 
Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2: QlJality of mine service water from different mines (Juby, 1994) 
Mine waters are dommated by the presem:e of calcium, sulphate and sodium. The degree of 
caldum sulphate saturation may have severe Implications in desalination because of scaling 
(Juby, 1994). There is scaling potentia l whenever the solubil ity of spaTingly so luble salts, 
such as calcium sulphate, is exceeded (Juby and Schutte, 2000). Scale formation is a 5efious 
problem to industnes, since It brings about problems such as decline in volume capaCity of 
equipment, blockages of pipes. corrosion, fatigue of metal parts. reduction in heat transfer 
ratC5 (Sohnel and Garside, 1992). Caldum sulphate scaling poses technical problems to 














2 .6 SPARRO process review 
The block flow diagram of the SPARRO process IS shown In Figure 2.5. The first step In the 
SPARRO process is feed water pre-treatment. Pre-treatment is a requirement of all 
membrane systems, With the aim to remove any materlal/conSbtuents from the water that 
may cause foul109 Of degradation of the membranes. The feed watC!r is chemically treated 
With caustx: soda, poiye1ectroiyte and potassium pei"maf"I9<U\i!IIe. The water Is then sent 10 a 
danrlef where settled sludge IS removed. The water is then passed through dual media 
anthraotejsaod fllte-5. Conditioning of the water VI/I regulation of pH and temperature IS also 
reqUired SO thaI ills SUitable for the p3ft1Cular type d membrane used In the process. 
~141 
""r..if'C~~~J--. I'cDI<t (IO) 
T~RO ----
FIgure 2.5: Block Flow Dlal7am cllhe SPARRO process (Juby, 1994) 
The pre-treated and cordltioned feed water IS stored In a feed water tank and pumped to a 
gauge pressure of 1000 kPa. This pressurised raw feed water (stream 1) mixes with the 
gypsum slurry recycle (stream 2) at a specified mIXing ratio. TIle n~cyde ~rry stream 
contains approximately 41 gIL of gypsum crystals in SI.lSp('rlSIOrI and the mixed stream 
(stream 3) contains appwxlmately 18 gil of gypsum aystaIs in suspen$IOIl. Stream) is 
passed through the tapered membrane modules at a gauge pressure of 1000 kPa and a total 
dissolved solids (TOS) concentr~tIOI1 of 7500 mg/L. 
The SPARRQ process Is based on seeded Reverse OsmosIS (SRO), whtdl lnvoives drOJlatmg 
the slurry of seed oystals within the Re-.crse Osmosis (Ra) system. As the sohbhty product 
is exceeded because of the concentration effea, precipitation of the CaSO. starts to take 
place. Instead of the case. forming scale on the membrane, the seed oystaIs prov.de 













With membrane scaling. The membr<lne splits stre<UJl 3 Into a purified effluent stream 
(perme(lte product) (lnd (I reject stream, whidl Is mDfe coo;::entrated In solute and contains 
the ayst<l IS that do not pass throtJItI the membrane pores. The product (stream 10) IS the 
pe!1Tle(lte from the membrane module and has a TDS ri 900 mg/L 
The reject of the membrane (stream 4) is delivered at a pressure of 2500 kPa and has a TDS 
of 15000 mg/L (1M 36.5 giL gypsum oystals In suspension. Concentration effects wlthm the 
membranes are the cause of lncre;,se In the TDS. The pressure of the stream .; Is reduced to 
510 kPa by passing It through a pressure reducing orifice plate. The stream Is then spilt into 
a controlled volume (st ream 5), whICh 15 sent to the hydrocyclone, (lnd the remainder 
(stream 6) Is sent to the reactor. 
A controlled YQlume (stream 6) of the overflow from the hyOrocydone Is returned to the 
reactor. The remallllng waste brine (stream 7) Is disposed of. Seed blowdown (stream 9) is 
removed from the underflow while the bulk of the underflow of the hydrocyclone ls sent to 
the reactor. Stream 9 mamtalns the required suspended solids concentration in the system . 
In the reactor, medl<Inlc(ll stirring ensures complete mllCing during the time required for 
desupersatur.mon of the supelXlturated solutions, wtllcn retu"n to the reactor from the 
membrane module. 
2.6.1 The desupersaturation reactor used in the SPARRO process 
The desupers.aturatJoo re<tctor acts as a storag.! buffer for the seed aystals that Me required 
in the feed stream to the membranes. It provides sufflclenl residence tJme to allow the 
supersaturated brine solution that exits the membfane stack to return to equilibrium 
c.ond,Uoos. TIus is ac.hleved by dlluwlng U1o,: "~<..Q~ c..SO. to 1I''''I.ill'tdtt: un UII: ~'O:d U)'!>I.db. 
present in the slurry. 
Reverse osmosIS (figure 2.6) processes operate at elevated presSUfes. Themlodynamlcally, 
for solutIOns on either Side of a membrane to be in osmotic equilibnun, their dlemlall 
potentials must be equal. Pure water has a higher chemICal potential than a soIutiOfl, 
indlcalJng thal a system COOSISllng of pure water on one side of a membrane and a solution 
on the other wi" result In lhe transport of the pure water through the membl"iloc Into the 
soIutlOfl I.e. III the direction d lower d'lemlcal potentiaL Increasing the ~e (){l the 













higher pr~~r~, IL would rur,,;: tllt;: wilL!;!r LO now tlrtougtr Ure memblilne. Thi~ p .. oce~ 15 
called reverse osmoSis (Se<Kler ilnd Henley, 1998). 
--r=:=lB-_w~' 
I!i!In PrtsOln ~ 
.~ 
~-ptrm"­--Figure 2.6: Prlndples or Reverse OSmosis 
The minimum exit pressure from the membrane is 2000 kPa. The reactor can be operated at 
2000 kPa and Oy doing so the cost of energy required to pump the feed SOlutIOn from 
atmospheric pressure to the rei!d:or operating pressure can be sa~ed. At the same time, the 
sa~lngs In t:I1e pumping costs would not offset t:I1e capital costs ilssociated wrth the 
pressurised re<Ktor system. In his researd1, Juby (1994) chose to use atmospheric pressure 
for the operation of t:I1e reactor. For smool:t1 operiltion of tt1e SPARRO process the settling of 
gypsum oyst<lis has to be ilvoided. Juby (1994) used a single mixed reactor for his pilot 
plant. 
Juby {1994} designed the reactor used for his reseilrch based on the results obtained from 
iln i n~estigiltJon Into tt1e kinetics of gypsum precipitation carried out by Maree er al. (1988). 
The SPARRO process was designed for treating 0.82 lis of mine water. The specifications of 
the reactor deSigned by Juby (1994) are gl~en In Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3. Reactor DesIgn 5~ificatlO!1s (Juby, 1994) 
" 
The reactor contents and the outlet stream ha~e a solid suspension of 41 gIl. This means 












Re~nse surface methodology 
t 3. Response sulface methodology (RSM) 
Response surface methodology was utihsed In the experimental part of this research This 
chapter is thus devoted to the basic principles and computatioos involved in RSM. 
J ,t Introduction to response surface methodology. 
Response surface methodology Is a coIle:tion of statistical and mathematical techniques 
useful for developing, I mpro~ing and optlmi!>ing processes (Myers and MontgOlTle!Y, 1995). 
In a process there can be several control lable Input ~arlables that may Innuence some 
performance measure of the product or the process it5elf. The performance measure or 
quality characteristiC is called a response and measured on a continuous scale. There can be 
more than one response. The relationship between a response, y and input ~arlables ;" 
, , . 
.,10 ... , "" IS: 
Where, f is the unknown form of the true response functIon 
(3- 1) 
e is a term representing sources of ~ar1ability not accounted for In f (e.g. background 
noise or measurement errors) 
e can be treated as a statistical error, ha~ing a normal distribution With mean zero and 
~ariilnce "l. Then, 
E(y). '1 • E{f(~l '~l '''''~k n + E(e) 
~ - f(~I'~2 , .. ·,4) 
(3- 2) 
(3 - 3) 
The variables ~!, ~, ._, 9. are called the natural vanables and are expres~ In the units of 
measurement (e.g. gIL, °C, or kg). In RSM natural variables are coded to variables, Xl, Xl, .. , 
x. that are dimensionless with mean zero and the same standard devlilbon. TIle true 
regressioo is then wrJtten as: 
(3- 4) 
The unknown function f has to be approximated and II: can be a first, second or higher order 
model. For the case of two Independent varoables, the first order model In terms of the 
coded variables is: 
(3- 5) 













Response SlJrface methodology 
There GIn be often ClJrvature In the true response and then a first order model is 
Inadequate. A second order mode! may be required In that case. For two variables, the fuU 
second order mode! is: 
(3- 6) 
Aft example of a second order model is z _ so • 8x, • 3~2 - h,1 - 3xl - 4 xlx2 . The 




In general for k variables a first order mode! Is given by: 
., - Po ~ 131~1 ' 132~2 ' ... , flkxk 
A second order model Is g1ven by: 
(3- 7) 
(3- 8) 
The p's are a set of unknown parameter's and can be estimated by analysing data collected 
from the system using linear regression (Mye-s and Montqomery, 1995). 
3.2 RespDl1se surface methodology sequerrce. 
Most applications of RSM are sequential in nature (Myers and Montgomery, 1995): 
• Initially Ideas concemlng whidl factors in a p!0ces5 are likely to be Jnportant in the RSM 
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Response surface methodology 
The test for significance of regression Is a test to determine If there Is a linear relationship 
betweerl the response variable y and a subset of the regressor variables (Myers and 
Montgomery, 1995). The appropriate hypotheses are: 
Ho: II I - 1' 2 ... - Il k ... 0 (3- 22) 
HI: II i ~ 0 for at least one J (3- 23) 
Rejection of Ho meai"\S that at least one of the regressor vanables Xl, ~' •. ~ cootributes 
significantly to the modeL The test procedure would be to calculate fo: 
SSp,{ 
.!!. M5R, 
Fo .. Ss., . MSe 
(n_k_l) 
(3- 24) 
H.:i can be rejected if the P-value fex the statistic of Fo is less than it . One could make an 
error by rejecttng t-\u, when In fact H.:i 15 true. The prob<lbility of such an error occurring is 
called the level of significance and is denoted by (J. (Walpole and Myer5, 1995). The test 
procedure is called analysis of variance and is summansed as In Table 3.1: 
Table 3.\ : Ar\iJIySIs of v"riilnc:e for Signifl",nce of regression in multiple regressions. 
Soun:e of v.riiJtion Sum of 5qUilteli Degteell of freedom MunSquan! '. 
"'-- S~ k M~ MS,/MS, Residual ss, n-k-l MS, 
''''' s. "' I -
RI is the coeffiCiet1t of multJple determination given by: 
(3 - 25) 
R' is the measure of the amount of variability of y a(:counted for by the regressor variables 
Xl. X2, • x., In the model. Rl basically gives an idea of the goodness of fit of the regression 
model for a given number of regressors. 
3.3.4 Test on individual regression coefficients 
TestJng hypotheses on the InolVidual regression coefficients is important <IS they determine 
the value of each of the regress.on variables In the model. The hypotheses for testing the 
significance of the regression coeffi'ients. I~ are: 
HO : ~J - O 














Response surface methodology 
If Ho is not rejected thiS Indicates that )(; can be deleted from the model. The t-test statistics 
for thiS hypothesis IS: 
to ·~ 
J&2Cjj (3- 28) 
Wllere, Co is the dlagOO<ll element of (X'.\·)"' corresponding to bo. The P-value corresponding 
to the t-test and a level of sigllf~nce, 1.1, will show that fOf P-value < 1.1, the regression 
coefficient contnbutes signlflCant!V to the model (Myers and Montgomery, 1995). 
3.3,5 Fitting if second order model, 
To fll: a secoocl otder modeliLIte: 
y • J\o + 1I 1 ~1 ;. ~2~2 + 1I11~12 ;. Jl22~22 "'Jl12~1~2 (3- 29) 
The same approach oIllOear regression outlined in sectiorI3.3.1 can be used to solve for the 
regresSIOn coeffICients. In thiS case ,} , ~l and Xl )tl will be treated as new variables (Myers 
and Montgomerv. 1995). The test of signifICance of regression and the IndiVidual regression 
coefftOeflts can also be done by the same approach outlined in sectionS 3.3.3 and 3.3 .. 4. 
3.3.6 EJlperimenul designs 
WhefllllvestogatlOg the jowll: effects of k factors on a response, -r- factorial designs are wIdely 
used. The Simplest case Is the 21 factonal design foc a process With two vanables. The levels 
of the fadm that are varied are called high (+) Of low (-). Table 3.2 summarises the 
expenments required fOf 21 (actonal design, varying factors, A anc! B, for example. 
Table 3.2: The 21 factorial df>sIgn 




3.3.6.1 The 2' factorial design 
It three tactors, A, B anc! C each at two levelS thigh anc! lOW) are Of Interest, then a 2' 
factorial design should be used. The eight treatment combinations can be displayed 
graphICally In Figure 3.2. The high level of any factOf at a point in the design Is denoted by 
the corresponding Iowetcase letter and that the low level of a factor IS denoted by the 












Response surface methodology 
in the design where factor A is to be set at the high level and the factors B and C set to low 
levels. The IX)int abc would denote the point in the design where ail three factors, A, Band C 
will be set at the high values. By convention, (1) is used to denote the e~penment at which 
ali the factors are set at the low levels (Myers and Montgomery, (995) . . ~ 
/ 1 .j 
Factor C • •• 




Figure 3.2: The 21 factoria l de<;ign 
Table 3.3 summarises the levels of factors for a 21 factorial design. 
Table 3.3: The 2' factoria l design 
, 
, 
3.3.6.2 The gene.-al 2k fact orial and one-half factorial design 
1n single repliCate 2' designs, there is no repetition of experiments to calculate experimental 
errors. In this case It Is Important to carry out expemnent5 at centre points that would allow 
finding an es\:lmate of the error. As the number of factors increases, the number of 
experiments Increase and often time constraints are present. To reduce the number of 
experiments one can adopt the one-half factonal design whereby the number of experiments 











Response surface methoclology 
case of three factors being varied, A, Band C, Figure 3.3 illustrates graphically a half-
replicate design that would be relevant. 
. k 
/ / "" . 
FactorC • , , 
. /~ ~. I Factof EI 
Factor A .., . Cow . -. 
Figure 3.3: A half fraction of the 2' factorial desogn 
3.3.6.3 Central composite design 
To fit a secood order model, the Ideal expemnental (!eggn would be the central composite 
design which consists of a full replicate design and further experiments at axial points 
(whereby one factor is changed and the rest of ali the factors kept at zero-level) For 
example, for a system with two variables, A and B the axial points experiments will be as in 
Table 3.4. 
3.3.6.4 
Tat)ie 3.4: Axial point experiments lOf a system with two factors 





I f a aitJ cal point is outside the experimental area Investigated, then a ridge analysis can be 
used to determloc the nature of the system inside or on the perrmeter of the experimental 
region (Myers and Montgomery, 1995). The ridge analysis produces a locus of points, each 
of which Is a point of maximum response with a constraint that the point lies on a sphere of 
a certa in rad ius. ll1e output of this analysis Is the set of coordinates of the maxima (or 












Digital image procesSing 
As aystaI morphology is 3n important response of a process, it is crtIool to qU3ntlfy It and 
relate It to the process conditions. V3nous techniQUeS have been 311d 3re being developed to 
Quantify crystal morphology. A dasSic example would be a l'ractaJ dlmenSlOll, used by Lewis 
and Roberts (2003) in an attempt to Quantify the morphology of nickel crystals. The fractal 
d imension technique Is feasible for rugged 5Urfaces. Since gypsum has non-rugged, defined 
surfaces, fractal dimension Is Inappropriate for Quantlfying the morphoklgy of 9'!'P5Ufll 
crystals. Width to ~ngth ratios can be used to Quantify the gypsum crystals, however this 
maoual pocedure can be tedious, as wel l as prone to significant errors. Based on these 
considerations, it was decided to use DIP for Quantification of the morphology of g\'psum 
aystals. Digital imoges of the crystals can be generated by scanning electron microscopy. 
This chapter gives background InformatIOn on digital Image proces.slng and klentlrles the 
Sobel edge operatol'" as the most apprtlpriate technique to QU3ntify the gypsum crystal 
morphobgy. 
4.1 Introduction to Digitill Image Processing (DIP) 
DIP is a powerful technique for the following reasons (Green. 1983): 
• Digital imaging systems are capab~ of acquiring Imagery that has a wider dynamic range 
than the human eye. The human eye can detect fewer than 100 shades of gray, while 
digital imogH"IQ can represent several thousand shades of gray. 
• A single digital IITI1Ige contains a very large amount of Information In a compact and 
easily interpreted form. DIP technology can process 3nd manipulate Imagery uSing 
methods Including a variety of transformatIOnS that are Impossible optically. 
4.2 IJiJslc deflnltlons In digltallmilgery 
A digital Image acquisition system Is a device that generates a sampled digital repre5ef1tation 
of 3 scene. The scanning electron microscope is a dassic example of a digital ;magE! 
acquisition system whereby the output is represented as a two·dimenslonal matrix of 

































The rows of the matrix are called lines and the columns are referred 10 as samples. The 
IndNidual compIlOIi!nt elemeots within the digital image are referred 10 as picture elements 
(pl)(els). The digital value of each PIXel that represents Intensity IS referred 10 as digital 
intensity. USing this flOtation, the digital IntellSlty of the pi)(@! at lhe 2 and sample 2, as 
sil(mn In figure '4.1, Is 124. DIgital Intensity values can range from 0 to 255, with zero 
representing blao. and 255 represenlll'9 white (Green, 198]). 
4.3 Digitill imilge processing 
Digital Image processing lechnlques fall Into two categones (Gc"een, 198]): 
• SubjectJve image processing techniques, whkh are designed to Improve human visual 
Interpretation of an Im"9l!. 
• Quantitative image processir19 techniques, which are based on predefined mathematical 
algorithms (e.g. the computation of a 2-d Fourier transform of an l~). 
4.3.1 QUilntltatl ve Image processing 
Segmentation Is one of the various quantitative Image processing techniques and It consists 
of dividing an Image Into meaningful regions. The mat~matJcal formulation for scene 
segmentation Is called clustering. Clustering Is defined as finding "natural grouping- in a set 
d measurements { x}, where t~ vector x =(Xc. Xl,- ... ,II.,,)' represents propertles of some 
underlying set of patterns. Segmentation may also be considered as a spedal type of 
clustering in which some of the measurement components may correspond to spatia l 
locations. The remaining components may correspond to point properties such as gray Ie~el 
of spectral coordinates, or to regional propertJes such as edge measurements (Hall, 1979). 
4.4 Edge detection ilppt'Oilch 
Template matching IS widely used 10 segmentation. A template (mask) IS an array designed 
to detect some regional property. There can be a number of templates Including those that 












0;g;t31 image proceSSIng 
stralghtforwaro would De point detection, If 1'1" 1'11, .. " 1'1" repre5ef1t the weights In an 
N=nxn mask, ~nd x, . Xl, ... , XN are the gray levels of the pixels inside :he mask, template 
matching can be taken as the Inner procluct of the vectors 
1'1 :~1 x ~ ~~ 
and 
.... N XN 
(4- 1) 
Where the first n elements of ware lJ1e elements in the first row of the template, the next n 
elements are from the second row and so on. The Inner product of w and x is 
("1- 2) 
An edge Is de:ected by the template w if w'x ,. T, where T is a specified threshold. The 
development t:I templates for edge detection follows the same reasoni g with the interest of 
detecting transitions between regions. One approadl often used for determining such 
transitions is to implement some form of two-dimensional derivat ive function , The Sobel 
edge operator is a local edge detection procedure, which is linear with a 3x3 template or 
mask. The gradient concept Is employed (Hall, 1979). 
4.4.1 The Sobel Edge detector 
The Sobel operator performs a 2-0 spatial gradient measurement on an Image and sa 
emphasizes rf!9ions of high spatial gradient that corresponds to edges. It is used to find the 
absolute gradient magnitude at each point In an image. The templates used in the Sobel 
edge are ),,) arrays. G, and G, are the di!iCl"ete gradlent~ In the x and y dorection~, 
respectively, The gradient at point p Is then defined as 
G"[G/+G/t2 (4-3) 
Edge detection can be expressed In vector form. Thus If x represents the Image region In 
question (Hall, 1979), then: 
where 1'1, and WI are the two masks used as shown In FlQure 4.2. 
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Experiments and methOOOlogy 
15. fJqIerlmenbll and methodology 
Chapter 5 Idenbfies the factors worth inllestigatong. The des1gn and specifications of the S L 
lab-scale reacto' used in the experiments "re presented. The statistic,,1 experimental designs 
"dopted are liSted fol lowed by the detailed experimental procedures used for the biltch and 
hydrodynamiC study experiments. Figure 5.1 summariSes the experiments and methoOOlogy 
adopted in the research. 
Oft 
A 5 L 1aI:-SC<Iie de5upersaturation reactor to carry out cxper1ment~ was desig!led and b JI~. 
The reactor was designed to achieve good soIid/liquld su~sion. 
-------~ 
sulphate to calcium ratio . The responses were tme 
required ror the sy5l:em to ~ilCh equi li brium, % crystal growth and cry~t~1 morphology. ne 
results "",-" e analysed using RSM. I" and 2"" order ~s were fitted for each response. 
Expenments we~ conducted to determine the rnacroml>Cing time scale of !he 5 l 
<!e5Upe· ... turlltion r~o, lit dilte",nt ~tlr<"e< ~peeds. 
and su lphate to caloum ratios for comparison with the experl'nental resu lts. 
Figu~ 5.\; The r~rch 51ructure 
S.l IdentifiCiition of factors for investigat ion 
screening st1Jdi~ identlfied factors affecting the kinetlcs and physical ~spects of gypsum 












Expenments and methodology 
Table 5 1: FiKtors In~estjgated in thesis 
oystals to a certain size and morphology, it was decided to keep plate-like arld needle· 
like crystals as two different faaors. 
The SPAARO process used OI1 ly atlout 1.7% by volume of seed crystals (JuDy, 199'1) 
and thus it was Impoltilnt to Investigate the Influence of varying thiS factor. 
---h can gypsum~. c"c_=~ 
tn SPARRO prOCe5l; a good solid/liquid suspension is required. 
" calcium 
moor ratio 
in the literature re~iew. Different mille waters ha~e different sulphate to calaum levels. 
5.2 Reactordesign 
5.2.1 Tank dimensions and geometry 
The 5 L lab·scale desupersaturation reactor was designed based on the literature review with 
the aim of achieving good solid·liquld suspension. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic and Table 
5.2 gives the specifications of the tank. The tank diameter could not be set to the height of 
the liquid as per equation 2,12. This was a design constraint due to availability of Perspex 
only in standard diameters. The highest possible ratio of liquid height to tank diameter of 
0.773 was used. 
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5.2_2 Impeller design 
FIgure 5.3 Illustrates the Impeller that was designed fO( the experimerts and Table 5.3 gives 
Its specifications. 
..' 
\tnpdIIr ~ .. , 7.3 
figure 5.3: ,.-pltChed-biade Impeller used In the experiments 











Experiments and methodology 
$ .3 £xpt:riml;':"ts 
5.3.J Expen·mental designs 
Experiments aimed at fitting I" and 2'" order models were carried out using a half-replicate 
2' factorial design and axial point experiments respectively . Seed quantity, pH. stirrer speed 
and sulphate to caldum ratto were varied as continuous factors. Seed crystal morpho ~ 
was kept as a discrete factor to compare the effects of using d'fferent seed morphologies. 
Thus two half-replicates of 2' factorial design experiments were carried OUl for needJe and 
plate-l ike crystals. The continuous factors were varied at levels given In Table S.'!. 
Table 5.~: Levels of factors vaned In expenments 
Some levels were not feasible due to negabve values (e.g. -2 % by volume of seed crystals 
is impossible for - 2 level) or because of physical constramts (e.g. impeller speed could not 
be set at 100 rpm for level -2, the minimum speed of the motor being 300 rpm). In these 
cases +1 or -1 level were used. Table 5.5 lists the levels of the factors In the experiments 
carried out foc the half-factorial 2' designs each for the needle and plate-like seed crystals. 
Table 5,5: Half-repllcale of 2' fiICtorlal design for r1€edJe aoo plate-l ike seed crystals 
~ ~ A1 ~ , .. ., , ., , ., 
" 0 0 0 0 .. B4 ., , , , ., 
" 0 0 0 0 
A' .. ., , , . , ., 
"' 0 0 0 0 -;,. -;.. , , ., ., , . , . , , 
A>O "'" 0 0 0 0 A11 .11 ., ., ., ., 
A12 '" 












Expenments and methodol:>gy 
Tu fit the '>t:Wlld OIde! model, axial point experiments were c/lrried out. The levels /It which 
the factors were ~aried in the experimental Nfl!. are given In Table 5.6. 
Table 5.6: Axoa l pomt ~perimental l\Jns for plate· li~e seed c!)'Stills 
To analyse the I<jnetics of the gypsum precipitating system, control experiments 01 -OJ were 
carried out at the levels gl~en In Table 5.7. 
Table S.7 Control experimental runs for plate- like seed crysti'l ls 
5.3.2 Experimental procedure 
Figure 5.4 shows the experimental set-up used to carry out eKperiments Ai-AI2, B1-B12, 
(1 -CS and 01-03. The experiments were carried out in batch mode to Investigate the e'fects 
of the factors Independently without having a continuous stream coming into the reactor 
from the membrane module. The Initial concentrCltion of caldum IonS was 0.03 M, a 
concentration tNt would normally occur In mine water. 
The reactor was initially filled with 2.5 L of 0.06 M calcium chloride solution (prepared by 
diSsolving high-purity anhydrous calcium chkJrlde (Merck) in distilled water), 
Needle-like or plate-like crystals were synthesised as In section 5.3.3. The partic le size 
distributIOn of the seed crystals was determined using a masterslzer (Malvern masterslzer, 
model MAM 5002). A small sample of the seeds was filtered through a Millipore 0.451,m fi lter 












Experiments and methodology 
Preset quantities of seed crystals were trilnsfM"ed Into the reactor. The impeller was set at 
the desired speed, re<ICtOr lid dosed and the impelJef was switched on. 
The pH of the system WClS wntrolled by a pH controUer (UCT rustom-made), which was 
connected to an add and base pump (UCT custom-made). pH readings were Obtained and 
measured through a pH probe inseted in the reactor tIvou9h an inlet provided on the 
reactor lid (figure 5.5). 
-. 
---. 
Rgure 5.4: Experlme"ltal set'up 
_ .... • 












Experiments arod methodology 
The position of tile probe was outside the draft tube, In the annular region of the ~essel, The 
probe was tl1us far from the acid arod base inlet. The hi9her set point of the pH contrOller 
was 0.5 above tI1e pH required while the lower set point was 0.5 below the pH required. 
0.05 M NaOH arod 0.05 M HO solutions were used to ra ise and lower the pH of the system. 
These solutions were prepared using analytical grade chemicals [Merck) and distil led water. 
The pH control unit is as shown in Figure 5.6. The base and add feed inlet in the reactor 
were kx:ated close to the Impeller to ensure rapid dispersion. 
OOSMIIO 
'"" 
I ,.,-~. I , 
~----, -;;-,::'rr---' 
- I ~ 
nr ... h .... - ----+1--1 
&~----fI 
Figure 5.6: Schemat;, of pH control rnechanoSnl 
The experiment was initiated by pumping [Masterflex peristaltic pump, model 751 1-47) 2.5 L 
of SIXIium sulphate solution Into the reactor at 9.5 mils. The feed point of sodium sulphate 
was kept close to tI1e impeller to ensure good dispersion. The pH contro ller was actl~ated 
and readings from a conductiv ity metel (Radiometer analytical, Ion check 30) were taken at 
I-minute Intervals. The conductivity probe was Inserted In tI1e reactor lid (Flgure 5.5) at a 
position far from the 50dium 5ulphilte feed point. 
When the read ings from the COndUCtiVity meter stabilised, samples were Withdrawn from the 
sample port using a syringe. For all the experiments, the samples were taken from the same 
position in the reactor. The particle size distribution of the sample was measured using a 
mastersizer (Malvern rnasters izer, model MAM 5002). Samples of crysta ls were filtered 
through a Millipore O.45"m filter uSing a vacuum pump and left to dry for 95 hours for 
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Experiments and methodology 
The ilIgonthm generated digital Images of the edges detected in ~ddition to the percentage 
edges Octected. To record the errOl" In measurement, 10 pictures of each sample were 
ilCQl.llred and analysed by the image analysis and an average t~ken. 
5.3.5 Hydrodynamic ex~rlments 
It was Important to Isolate mixing and reaction phenomena to determine the macromixlng 
time scale cI the 5l desupersaturatlon reactor. The reactor was initi.-:illy filled 'Mth SL of 
distilled water and the reactor lid was Closed. The 1~ler was switched on at the reQlJIreci 
speed. 5 ml of 10 M SOdium hydroJdde soIutloo was Injet:ted into the reactor at the sodium 
sulphate feed point location !.ISIng a syringe and pH meter readings were taken every 10 
seconds. The macrombdng time was taken as the time ,n which the pH became steady. This 
procedure was repeated three times for different impeller speeds as listed In Table 5.S. 
rltble S.8. experiments lor ttpodvnamit studies 






5.3.6 Modeling with au 1.2 
OU Systems Inc. (Streltm Analyser 1.2) was used to model the gypsum prC(.lpitating system 
and Investigate the effect of varying pH and sulphate to caldum ratios on the solubility of 











Results and disruSSlOfl 
6.1 seed material 
6.1.1 Seed crystal size and morphology 
Flgvrcs 6.1 and 6.2 show the Images of needle-like and plate-like seed crystals obtained 
from scanning electron mkroscopy at a magniflcatloo of lOOOx. 
Figure 6.1: Needle-l ike seed oystals (5CaIe-bar. 10 ~m ) 
Figure 6.2' PI;,te like ~ oystolls (salle-bar: 10 ~m ) 
The needle-like seed crystalS are Significantly larger In size and have sharper edges whCfl 
compared to the plate-like seed crystals. The average particle Slle of the needle-like seed 
crystals Is above 100 .,m while that d the plate-like seed crystals Is approximately 25 .,m. As 
the plate-like seed crystals are sman, they can provide a large surface area to volume ratio 











Results and discussion 
magnification of 2500x (Figure 6.3) reveals that the plate- ~ke seed crystals have smoother 
."". 
Figure 6.3: Plate· l,ke seed crysta ls (sca le-b/lr: 10 I,m) 
6.J.2 Quantifying gypsum crystal morphOlogy 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 are the correspondmg images of the edges detected for the Figures 6.1 
and 6.2 uslng the edge detectlOl1 technique (section 5.3.4.3). There are significantly more 
edges detected from the picture of the plate-like seed crystals as compared to that of the 
needie..jike seed crystals. 30 pictures of needle·l ike and plate·like seed crystals were 
al"lalysed using digital image proce~ng and Figure 6.6 shom the correspondmg percentage 
edges detected 











Results and discussion 
Flgure 6.5: Edges detected for plate-like seed crystallmag('. 
~ 2S 
OPl<lte~ t ,0 ~. IJ Needle-like • 0000000 
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Figure 6.6: Graph of percentage edge detected for batches of seed crystals 
From the numerical analysis, plate-like seed oystals yield a higher percentage of edges 
detected th3n the needle-like seed crystals. As It is desired to control the morphology of 
gypsum crystals to the plate· like crystals, tI"1e impl l(iltion is that the number of edges should 
be maximised in the experiments 61-612 and CI-C12. The average percentage edges 
detected for the 30 Im"9c<; of plate and n~lc-l ike cry~ta l <; Jre 16.99 , 1.68 and 4.53 .i 0.94 
respectively. The percent .. ge edges detected for the plate-like and needle-hko crystOt ls do rlot 












Results and dlsrusslon 
The use of the edge detection technique hils led to me following possibilities: 
• A fast, relatively easy and automated technique to quantify gypsum crystal morphology 
• A number of Images can be analysed and errors associated wim me quantifying 
technique can be easily obtained 
• A reliable technique to classlfy and qUilntify the crystal morphology, which is an 
Important response in this project. This gives way to the opportunity to relate mis 
Important response to the operating conditions of the reactor in a quantitative as 
opposed to a purely qualitative manner. 
There has not been any pre<e<!ent research, in literature, whiCh involved the use of DIP in 
an attempt to quantify gyPSUm crystal morphology. The edge detection technique using me 
Sobel Edge OperiltOf thus provides a novel technique In this research. 
6.1.3 XRO results 
FIgure 6.7 shows the result obtained from XRD powdef analysis of the plate-like and needle-
like crystals. These piltterns match exactly that displayed by pure gypsum, confirming the 












figure 6.7: )(IU) reslII:s 
1-, J" 
The conductlvtty meter readings, me % crystal growth values, the SEM photos of gypsum 











Results and discussion 
be found In appendices B, C and D and E respectIVely. Since the results are extensive, a few 
eX<lmples have been referenced in the fol lowing sections to highlight the key aspects of the 
results. 
6.1.1 Conductivity meter readings 
F'9IJre 6.8 shows the graph of the CondUCtIvity meter readings obtained from experiment A6 
in wtuch the sulphate to calcium molar ratio was 1. When the sulphate and calcium Ions 
react to form solid gypsum, the conductivity of the solution decreases. When the solubility 
limit of gypsum Is reached. no more iooS react and equilibrium Is reached. For the 
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rgu.e &.8: cooductMty teiKllngS obtained from experiment A& 
It was observed that when the sulphate to calCium ratlo was higher" than 1, the conductiVity 
of the solutJons initially increased for the time durin9 which the sodium sulphate solution was 
pumped Into thc reactOf and decreased after <III the sodium sul?h<!te had been trar!Sfel red 
In to the reactor. The initial Increase in the conductiVity meter readings suggests that the rate 
of addition of Ions was higher than the reaction rate. Once all the sodium sulphate had been 
pumped into the .eactOf, the reaction of the ions was the only factor affecting the ion 
c()(1centrati()(1 and thus a decrease In the condl.lCtiVity was observed until equilibrium was 
reilChed. Such a trend can be seen in Fi9ure 6.9, the graph showing the condl.lCtiVity meter 
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Figure 6.9. Conductivity readings obtained from experiment Cl 
6.2.2 Parod e $ize diwibutions 
Figure 6.10 shows the partide Size distributions of the seed crystals afld the aystals 
obtained from equllibrium solution In experiment BS. The mean partlde size of the seed 
crystals in experiment BS was 24.43 )1ITI. After the experiment, the mean particle size of the 
gypsum crystals harvested from equilibrium solution was 28.94 1if11. This increase in mean 
partide size distribution is represented by the shift of the particle size distributions In a left to 
right direction as shown In Figure 6.10. Ouriog the course of the experiment there was an 
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figure 6.10: Particle 5Ize dlWibutlons obtained from experiment BS 
The same trend was observed in all of the other experiments. An increase In particle size for 












Results and discussion 
and c.aloum lOllS deposrt:ed on tile seed crystals, causing them to grow. The po5lUve 
percentage growth also suggests that there was no primary nudeation occurring. If primary 
nucle3\.1on were to ocar, there wOJId be pmnary and fine partJdes forming, causing the 
partiCle size distribution to shift. to the left. The desupersaturallon cI the gypsum sdulion 
can be confidently attributed to a growth mechanism 0( the seed aystals. The reacting 
solutiOns were at a concentratIOn cI 0.03 M, which is a slightly supersaturated solution. 
According to the supersaturation thecHy, at thIS low supersaturation level, the primary 
nucleation rates are Significantly lower than tile growth rates (Sohnel arld Garside, 1992). 
These results confirm that seetlJIlQ provides preferenUal sites for depoSItion cJ gypsum to 
take place. ThIs is benefICial to the SPARRO process as blockages of membrane poI"e5 and 
sc.aIng on equipment surfaces is highly undesirable. Operating condItIOns that would result 
in a minimum percentage Crystal growth would be most desirable. As a seed aystCIl 
increases In Site, the surface area to volUme ra\Jo available for pl"eCipitation decreases. 
6.3 Results from system modeling (OU Systems/nc., Stream Analyser v 1.Z) 
6.3.J Effect of sulphate to calcium ratio 
FIgure 6.11 Is a graph shov.1ng !he effect cJ sulphate to calcium ratio on the solubility and 
supersaturatiorl ratio cJ gypsum arld otJt,mled from OU (~ 1.2) modelIng. The solubility 
of gypsum decreases when the sulphate to calcium increases from 1 to 4 arld stabIlises for 
sulphate to caldum ratios above <I. A decrease In the solubility w,M lead to an increase In the 
mass of gypsum precipitation from reagent solUtions. Uu and Nancollas (1970) found that an 
excess of sulphate ions favoured the gypsum crystal growth. ThIS was because the soIubihty 
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Figure 6.11: Effect 0( sulphate to cak:ium ratio on sojubility limit of gypsum 
fls the solubility Increases, the driving force of the precipitation reaction, the supersaturation 
ratio Increases. In the experiments that were conducted the ma~imum supersaturation ratio 
reached was 2.6, which occurred at sulphate to calcium ion molar ratios of 6 and 7. An 
increase in the driving force for precipitation, can lead to faster gypsum precipitation 
kinetics. This was experimentally found by Zhang and Nancollas (1992). 
6.3.2 Effect of pH 
Figure 6.12 is the graph showing the effect of pH on the soIubillty of \1Ypsum obtained from 
OLJ (version 1.2) modeling. HO and NaOH were used for the pH survey, as in the 
e~periments. for a sulphate to caldum ratio of 1, the solubility decreases when pH is 
increased from 1 to 4. Between the pH 4 to 11, the solubility remains constant and for pH 
greater than II the solubility Increases. The same trend Is observed for the higher sulphate 
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Fi9U'e 6.12: Effect d pH on the soIiJ:IWty d gypsum 
The effect of pH on solubility can be explained by speciation of free su(cnate and caldum 
Ions. At low pH the concentration of H' Ions Is hlgll and this fayoUfS the reaction &1 to 
proceed In the fofward reaction. 
so, · • • .... HSO~ (6- 1) 
At low pH (1-4), the concentration of HSO' Is thus high, as shown In Agure 6.13. The more 
the reaction 6'1 Is favoured, the lower Is the concentration of free sulphate Ions as more 
sulphate Ions are oonsumed • 
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Results and discussiOn 
At high pH the concentration of OH- Ions Is high and this favours the reactiOn 6-2 to proceed 
in the forward direction. 
(6- 2) 
At high pH (10-12), the concentration of eaOH' Is thus high, as shown In Figure 6.13_ Caot-l' 
reduces the free Ca2+ Ions, which will increase the solubility resulting In more free sulphate 
ions remaining In solution. 
Uu and Nancollas (1970) found that changing the pH of the gypsum solution between 7.6 
and 11.6 did not have major Influence on the gypsum crystal growth. Their result Is valid 
because for the range of pH they Investigated, there is no significant variation in the 
solubility Umit of gypsum. 
6.4 Effect of initial seed morphology 
6.4.1 Effect of initial seed morphology on gypsum kinetics 
Conductivity meter readings obtained from experiments All and 611 are compared in Figure 
6.14. In both the runs the process parameters were the same but needle-like and plate-like 
seed crystals were used in experiment All and 611 respectively. Equilibrium was reached in 
185 minutes when plate like seed crystals were used compared to 275 minutes when needle-
!ike seed crystals were used. The kinetics of gypsum precipitation were much faster when 
plate-like seed crystals were used because the ~ate-llke seed crystals provided larger 
specific surface area for deposmon compared to the needle-like seed crystals. 
".------- -----------, 
Time [ minutes] 












Results and discussion 
6.4.2 Control of gypsum morphology by appropriate seeding technique 
The mibal morphology of the seed crystals affects the fina l morphology of the gypsum 
aystals after the predptation reaction. Figures 6. 1S and 6.16 show the images of gypsum 
crystals harvested from equilibrium solutions of e~periments AI and BI respectIvely, 
obtaIned by seaMing electron mn;roscopy at a magnification of l()()()l( . The operatll'l9 
conditionS In e~perlments Al and 61 were ioentlcal. The only difference was the use of 
different seed crystal morphology. In experiment Al needle-lilc.e seed crystals WCfe used and 
In experiment Bl plate· like seed crystals were used. 
Flgo.Ire 6. 1 s: Crystals from experoment AI (sale-ba, : 20 I'm) 
Fogure 6.16: Cry!.liSls from experiment 81 (5CiI!e·bar: 10 fIIIl) 
VISual analysis of the Figures 6.IS and 6.16 Illustrates that the Initial motphology of the seed 
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--
0( seeds, a solutiOn of a concentration of 0.03 M of SlJlphate and calcium Ions will produce 
gypsum aystals of the needIe-~. From Ff9UreS 6.15 and 6.16 it is evident that the 
final crystal morphology can be controlled by the addition of the appropriate seed crystals, 
namely, needle-like and ~te-liI<:e seed crystals. In additIOn to the control of the gypsum 
crystals to plate-like morphology, through the addilbl of plate-ll~e seed crystals. It can De 
obsetved that there are no needle-like aystals visibie In Figure 6.13. The gypsum from the 
solution preopitates on the seed crystals, maintaining the morphology of the seed crystals 
" .... 
The pkWre from Figure 6. 12 yielded a low percentage edge detected of '1.75 t 1.02. The 
piCtUre from F'9ure 6.13 generated a higher percentage edge detected of 15.16 j; 2.06. ThiS 
quantitative analysis also shows that the final aystal morphology remains Similar to that of 
the seed crystals used In the process. 
Based on the comparison of results presented above, the choice of an appropriate seed 
crystal has ImpliCations for the kinetics of gypsum precipitation and the final morphology of 
the oystals. When Juby (\994) developed the SPARRO process, insuffICient emphasis was 
put on the size and morphology of the seed aystals. An analySis of the seed particles 
sho~ that on average the particles well! of sundar shape and dimensions, rougflly 100 I,m 
in length and 20 I,m wide. This description clearly fits the feawres of needle-like oystals. 
There was a lack of understanding of the precipitation aspect of gypsum. With preopltabOn 
occurring In the clesupefSilttxallon reactor, the need!e-ijke morphology would have been 
maintained. Also, the use of needIe·like seed crystals woold have slowed the gypsum 
precipitalbl dUl! to IheIr lower specifIC surface area relative to plate-like crystals. 
6.5 Effect o( ~ quantity 
6.5.1 Effect of seed quanti ty on k inetics 
Figure 6.17 shows the conductivity meter readings from e~periments 01-03_ Different seed 
quantitIeS were used in the experiments, while keeping the other factors constant Seed 
quantity Significantly affected the kinetics of gypsum precipitation In the aesupersaturation 
reactor. Equilibrium was achieved In 152, 65 and '18 minutes In e~perimeots 01, 02 and 03 
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surface ilre/l for precipitation to 000Jr. The higher the amount of seed crystals the raster the 
kinetics of precipitation. Seeded precipitation of gyp51Jm Is thus surface controlled. 
-".--------=~~~ 5 I 1 -0-02 
;;; 
E - ___ -l ~'"I-----1 
, 
nme [minutes) 
Rgure 6.17: Conduc.tMty meter reOOlOgs from experiments 01-03 
To compare the rates quantitatively, equation 2-9 is modified to equation 6-3. This 
modification Is relevant to the elCperiments carried out. where there were no valying 
concentrations of spectator Ions (such as magnesium, magnesium and aluminium) wIlldl 
could affect the conductivity of the solution. The foIlo'Ning considerations have beel taken 
into account: 
• Conductivity is a direct measure of concentration, so the concentration terms in 
equation 2-9 have been replaced with ooncIuctMty terms 
• In the elCperlments 01-03, the conductivity meter reading reflected the total ion 
coocentriltioo and not that of calcium or SYlphate laos ind"lViduaftV. Thus. the 
concentration terms of Ion A have been replaced 'Nith cooductivity of the total Ions 
present In the system. 
(6- 3) 
-., 
" is the conductMty of the total Ions present In the solution ilt tlme t 
" . Is the conductivity of the total Ions present In tne solution at equilibrium conditions 
p. is iI kJnetlc rCite constant [on(mS minr1lf n-2] 
n Is the order of tne growth 
If n=2. then: 












Results and discussion 
Ur.earising equation 6-2 and inte13rating; 
(6- S) 
PI + I 
("-0 ... -0) (6- 6) 
A graph of ( I . rersus t will have a slope of p'. Figure 6. 18 shows the corresponding 
< ,-
plots from experiments 0 1, 02 and 03. Table 6.1 gives the values of the rate constants 
obtained graphically. 
Table 6.1: Rate constiInts ootained fran experiments 01-03 
, -. - , - - ..:::..:....... .......i~"...:..C:.. A III ..... --~ . • C'L -, 
O. 1 0.039 
0' • 0.273 
03 , 0."" 
, 
~ • D " " • " • , ~
" " 5 , - u... .. (D2) -• , - u...\!l3j E -- , -• ~ , 
• ~ , --" 
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0 " " ~ • • " '00 Time [ minutes] 
Figure 6.18: Determination of rate ClJOStants for experiments 01·03 
The straight-line graphs show that the p!"edpitation of gypsum follows a second order 
growth process as described by equation 6-3. A second order growth process for gypsum 
was also experimentally determined by Uu and Nancollas (1970, 1973 and 1975), 













Results and dISCussion 
From Table 5,1 it can be seen that the gypsum precipitatJoo kJr.etJcs are directly related to 
the seed quantity present in the reactor, thlJS the surface area available. The higher the 
concentration of seed crysta ls in the reactor, the higher the growth rate constants. this 
result is consistent with the results obtained by Uu and Nancollas (1970), who found that the 
growth rate constant Increased with an increase in the number of seed crystals and hene! 
the number of active growth sites .wailable. 
The Influence of the seed quantity on the crvstal Orowth rate confirms the fAd. that c;eerlr.d 
predPltaUon is surface controlled. tiu and Nancollas (1970) and Nancollas er 031. (1973) also 
found that gypsum ~edpitation is surface controlled. 
6.5.2 Effect of seed quantity on crystal morphology 
Figures 5.19 - 6.22 show that the seed quantity greatly influences the degree of control of 
morphology of the gypsum crystals. Table 5.2 gives the percentage edges dete<:ted for each 
cryst<Il sample obtained from the expenments under analysis. 
Table 6.2: Effect of seed quanbty on the Ilnal crysta morphology 
15.16 .:. 2.06 
" 16.83 1 0.98 
These resu lts Illustrate that the seed quantity plays a major role in the control of the 
morphology of the gypsum crystals. The more seed crystals present. the less the growth per 
seed crystal. These results can be supported by mass balan<:e. Table 6.3 gives the mass of 
gypsum precipitated from solutJon at d ifferent sulphate to calcium ion molar ratios that have 
been obtained from system modeling (OLI Stream analyzer '11.2). The mass of gypsum 
precipitated has been compared to the mass of the gypsum seed crystals (fO( different % by 
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Results and discussion 
Table 6.3: Comparison of ma.s of gyp5Um precipotated out of so lutIOn and mass of seed crystal<; 
1'-' by voIlIlM of ~ br volume of 7 ..... br wae.n. 01 .... """. .... - MtIItcrw"'" ... _ .. _of Mas at gypsum , ~(If.ypsum -""-" ... - ..... m pNdpltat!ad/ M_ I P>edpI .... ,~ ,.-ed_bid' .... ...... - pc-.dpltilW or ... ~. ot...claw" o .... eda}l '+ 
101 I"" I'" I""' 
I 3." 30.76 7.83 4.66 
2 13.72 53.42 13.61 810 
3 15.39 59.92 15.26 9.09 
• 16.00 62.29 15.87 9.45 
S 16.25 63.25 16.11 9.59 
6 16.32 6352 16.18 9.63 
3 16.30 , 63.46 16.16 9.62 
8 16.23 63. 19 16.09 9.58 
9 16.13 62.00 16.00 9.52 
" " 62.29 15.87 9.45 
It can be seen that as the amount of seed crystals was increased, the ratio of mass of 
gypsum predpitated to mass of the seed crysta ls decreased. The percentage crystal growth 
ca lculations from the experiments were dose to the ratio of mass of gypsum precipitated to 
the mass of the seed crystals added. In experiments 82, 84, 86 and 811 (where 1% by 
volume of seed crysta ls was used), the percentilge growth in crystals was 40.03, 39.07, 
47.8. and 68.2 % respective ly. In experiments B3, B5, B7 and Bl 0 (where 4% by volume of 
seed crystals were used), the percentage growth In crysta l was 20.61, 17.73, 22.02 and 
26.15 % respectively. In experiments 81, sa, B9 and B12 (where 7% by volume of seed 
crystals were used), the percent<lge growth in crysta l was 11.33, 14.76, 13.27 and 18.77 % 
respectively. These analyses show that as the amount of seed crystals added to the reactor 
is Increased, the percentage cryst<l l growth decreases. Crystal growth takes place without 
change of the morphology of the plate like seed crystals. Low seed quantity corresponds to 
the largest percentage cryst<ll growth. 
In previOUS studies of the SPARRO process, on ly 1.76% of seed crysta ls were added to the 
re<JCtor (Juby, 1994). This amount of seed crysta ls would cause preferential precipitation of 
gypsum from solution onto the seeds, however, the contro l of the gypsum morphology 












Results and discussion 
6.6 £ffedofmixing 
6.6.1 Hacromixing time 
Agure 6.23 shows the results obtamed from the experiments El·ES. 
no 
• 1-". • E ~ • 
<=l ..... 
~. '" ! .~ ~ q '" 
g~ '" • • '" - ~ .= - """ '""'" .,.. ..,. 
Reynolds number 
Fogure 6.23: Macromixing lJl"e scale results rrom ~ Et-ES 
Table 6."1 gives the values of the Reynolds number at the different Impeller speeds used. The 
Reynolds numbers obtained Sllggest that at all the values of Impeller speeds the operilung 
conditions were turbu!ent. From Figure 6.23 it CCln be seen that With an Increase in the 
Reynolds number from 2.2 I( 10' (300 rpm) to 6.7 I( to' (900 ipm) the maoombdng time 
decreased from l OS to 78 seconds. ThIs is becaLJSe as the Reynolds number Increased, the 
ttJrbulencc in the reactor contents increased, cirrulation rate of bulk contents Increased, thus 
the macrofnlxlng time cleaeased. Beyond the Reynolds number 6.7 x 10' (gOO rpm), the 
macromhdng time Increased. This increase could have been the result of exceSSive turbulent 
COnditiOnS wtthln the reactor. Entrainment of air into the reactor was observed at Reynojds 
numbet' 8.2 I( 10' ( 1100 rpm). The air bubbtes, which got entrained in the reactor, could 
have interfered wtth the pH probe readings. 
The experimentally recorded macromlxmg times were however mU(:h larger than theoretica l 
ones (calCtilated using equatlOf'l 2'11) as given In Table 6.'1. The <.lirrereJlLe III lhe 
maaornixlng times can be explamed by lime delays sud'! as the pH probe response time as 













Results and diSCussion 
Table 6.": ReymId!i nurm-, experimertal and theoretical rnacromiUlg tunes ill d"lfferent impeller ..... 
During the e~perlmeotal runs it was visually observed that for all the e~perlments good 
solid/liquid suspensiOn was achieved and satisfactory down-pumping motiOn was created. 
6,6,2 Comparison of milCt'O and micromixing time 
Tabl@6.5 gives ~ values c:I the Reynolds number, micromlxlng and macromiJclng tilTl6 for 
experiments CS, B3 and C6. Results from experiments CS, B3 and C6 have been used 
because In those experiments the seed quantity, pH and sulphate to caldum molar ratio 
were constant at '1% by volume, 7 and 'I respectively. The only factor varied In those 
expe!1ment5 was the impeller speed. Equations 2-17 and 2·2'1 were used to caiaJlate the 
macro and rnIcrombling times respectivefy. 
Table 6.S: R.eyrnIds I"U11ber and rrixir1g times for e)q)er1mects (S, 8J and C6 
Mlaoml:ling occurred significantly faster than maaomlxlng at the different Reynolds numbe!-
occurring in experiment CS, B3 and C6. EquJlibrium was readled In 21, 18 and 16 minutes in 
experiments CS, 63 and C6 respectNely. In these cases the mlcromi~ing times were 
significantly smaller than the reaction times. AccOrding to Sohnel and Garside (1992), since 
the rricTomixlng time was ITJJCh smaller than the reaction time, the reaction kinetics 
oontJoIIed the prorJ!SS, the reactor was essentially homogeneous and the reaction took place 












Results and discvssion 
6,6,3 Effect o( Reynolds number on gypsum precipitltion 
As Wlttl all other precipitation processes, it IS cruoal to determine the controlling mixing 
factor In the gypsum precipitation process. This can be useful when considering a scale'up of 
the desupersaruration reactor. To do so, !:he effects of macro and mkromixmg tIITles on the 
system responses in el{periments CS, 83 and C6 have been compared, Figure 6.24 shows the 
effect r:i Reynolds number on ttle time for !:he gypsum solution to reach equilibrium and the 
percentage crystal growth. With an increase In !:he Impeller speed, t:I1ere was a decrease In 
both the time to reach equilibrium arod percentCIge crystal growth. 
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Figure 6.2<1: Effect of mixing on Ome to reach eqUi librium and % crystal !lrowth 
These resu!ts can be dlSOJssed according to two arguments: 
The first argument Is that the«! are to twO zones that can be present In the stirred tank. 
re.ilCtor (PohoreckJ and Baldyga, 1988 and Chen et aI., 1996): 
Zone I: regions In the reactor where high supersaturation prevalls 
Zone 2: rE!9!Or1S In the reactor where low supersaturation prevails 
Regions described by zone 1 are a result of mlcromlxing and lei\d to high nucleation rates. 
Regions desoibed by zone 2 dilute any supersaruration In the bulk. regions 01 the reactor and 
as ~ result, crystals !lrowth overtakes nucleation. In the experimental results, an Increase in 
ImpeHer speed reduced the crystal growth. ThIs suggests that with ~n increase in impeller 
speed, the area of influence of lone 1 Increases (Pohoreckl and Baldyga, 1988 and Cheo er 
at., 1996). The reaction spreads In regions of zone 1. With higher supersaturation prl'N<Iilu"Ig, 
the driving force for precipitation Increases and equilibrium Is reached faster. Also, with 













Results and discussion 
It should be questJoned whether the model of the reactor presented by Chen et al. (1996) 
and El<!ldyga and Pohorecki (1988) can be applied to this case of gypsum precipitation. The 
following are key differences between the system studied by Pohorecki and El<! ldyga (1988) 
and Chen er al (1996) and the system Investigated In this research project: 
• El<!SO, was the precipitated product, which Pohorecki and El<!ldyga (1988) and Chen et al. 
(1996) studied. In thiS project gypsum is under investigation. Tile solubility product of 
El<!SO. and gypsum are 1.1 E' IO and 2.4 E-S respective ly. This means that at the same 
concentration, the supersaturation of BaSO. would be signiflCantJy higher than that of 
gypsum 
• Pohorecki and El<!ldyga (1988) and Chen et al. (1996) studied the spontaneous 
precipitat ion of El<!SO •. In the case with the system under Investigation, seeding was 
used. Seeding preferenbally induces precipitation by crystal growth (Bremere er al., 
1999). 
Over and above the differences presented above, there following are points that provide 
evidence that nudeatlon was unimportant in the gypsum seeded system that was swdied 
and that growth of seed crysta ls was the mechanism by which solutiOns precipitated: 
• NudeatJon processes in gypsum .seeded precipitatiOn were found to be unimportant by 
Omstoffersent et al., 1982. They investigated 9ypsum precipitation from solutiOns at 
supersaturation ratios of 1.03 to 2. In the current system, the maximum supersaturation 
ratio was 2.6. 
• There exists a crit ical supersaturation ratiO of 4, belOW which nudeation is SignirlCantly 
slow (Mullin, 2001). The system under Investigation was studied under the aitical 
supersaturation ratio. 
• The mass of gypsum precipitated from solution in the experiments compared to the mass 
of the seed crystals corresponded to the percentage growth of crystals calculated. 
The second argument is particle attrition. As the Reynolds number Increased in expenments 
C5, 63 and C6, partiCle attrition CQUld have occurred. Th is could have increased the number 
of particles as well as mcreaslng the available surface area, therefore reducing the t ime to 












Results and discussklr'l 
Weighing the arguments presented In an attempt to explain the effect of miKing suggests 
that there is more evidence that nucleation was not the cause of decrease in percentage 
crystal growth alld time to reach equilibrium in experiments (5, B3 and C6. However, it 
cannot be confirmed tlKlt no nudeiltion WilS occurring. This presents iI g<lP in thrs reseilrch 
ilnd further work involving crystal number counting can be carried out. In order to prove the 
shear argument, further experiments can be carr ied out. These can Involve investigating the 
effect of Reynolds number on the partJde size of gypsum seed crystals. These experiments 
should be carried out In a saturated solution of gypsum to prevent crystal growth and to 
allow Ir.dependent study of the Ir'lnuence of shear rate. 
6.7 Statistical analysis of the experimental results 
The ilims of the statistiCal ilnalySis of the experimental datil were: 
• To identify the factors that have the greatest impact on seeded gypsum preCipita tion, 
• To locate the ideill operilling conditions for the desupersaturation reactor. 
The results diltabase was ilnalysed by the STAT1STlCA software packi!ge. Section 6.7.1 gives 
the first order models fitted for the response'S when needle-like ilnd plate seed crystills were 
used (experiments At-A12 and BI-B12). Section 6.7.2 gives the second order models fitted 
for the responses when plate- like seed crystals were used (exper iments C1-(8). Tables 6.6 
alld 6.7 show the notations and units of the responses and factors used in the models. 
Table 6.6: Notil~Ons and Units of respon5eS used in models 
Table 6.7: NoIiItlons ilnd unlt5 of factors used In the models 












Results and discussion 
6.7.1. First order model5 
Appendix F and G gi~e the outputs obtained from the statlstiCilI analysis of results obtained 
from e~penments AI-AI2 and 61-612 respectJvety. 
Effect of process parameters on time to reach equilibrium 
The effects of the process parameters on the time to reach eQuilibrium using needle-like and 
plate-like seed crystals are given by the best-fit models In Tables 6.8 and 6.9 respeCl:Jv~y. 
The ~andard errors (SE) and the p·values are also given. 
Table 6.8: 1" order model for lime to reach equiliooum usirlg needle- like seed crystals 
T - 286.6250 25.1667{SQ) 0.66667{pH) - 0.06125{N) 14.4167{SCR) 
" 64.33 5.38 5.38 0.08 5.38 
P-values 0.0030 0.0023 0.90 0.47 0.031 
Table 6.9: I" order ~I lime to reach equilibrium using plate- like seed crystals 
T . 179.J750 - 1J.9167(SQ) - 1.08JJ(pH) - O.OJ125(N) - 12.250(SCR) 
" 53.76 4.49 4.49 0.067 4.49 
P-value$ 0.013 0.017 0.62 0." 0.029 
The models In Tables 6.8 and 6.9 account for 80.9% and 71.2 % of the variation In the time 
to reach equIlibrium respectively. The p-values identify seed quantity and sulphate to caldum 
ratio as the most sjgmficanl factors affectmg the time required to reach equil ibrium in both 
of the first order models. 
6.7.1.2 Effect of process parameters on percentage crystal growth 
The effects of the process parameters on the percentage crystal growth using needle-like 
and plate-like seed crystals are given by the best-fit models presented in Tables 6.10 and 
6.11 respectively. 
Table 6.10: \ " order model for % crystal growth using needle· like seed ayst<Ils 
0J09rowth K J8.0990 - 6.3871(SQ) - 1.G4958{pli) - O.01497(N) 1.46542(SCR) 
" 13.55 1.13 1.13 0.02 1.13 












Results and diSCUSSIOn 
T<lbie 6.11: I" order model '*' crystal growth using plate-like seed crystals 
%growth ~ 72.1827 - S.7071(SQ) - 1.0S79(pH) - O.0120S6(H) . 1.9096(SQR) .. 11.87 0.99 099 0,015 0.096 
-
P·values 0.0005 0.0001 0.321S 0.4443 0.096 
The models in T"bles 6.10 and 6.11 /lCCOlInt for 8].4 % and 84.7 % of the variation in the 
percenl<lge crysc:al growth respectively. seed quantity fs the most signifICant factor affOO;ing 
pcrcent<lge cryst<11 grONth In both the models as can be seen by the corresponding p,values. 
6 .7.1.3 Effect of process parameters on gypsum crystal morphology 
The effects of the process parametCfS on gypsum crystal morphology as measured by % 
edges dl'ted.ed USH1g needle-like and plate-like seed crystals are given by the best·fit models 
presented In Tables 6.12 and 6.13 re5p(!CtJvely. 
Table 6.12: I ~ order I"!lOdeI fOf ~ edges dettcted USU'Ig need~l l ke seed crystals 
%edgl! 2.99750 . 0.117SO(SQ) 0 .OO2SO(pH) - O.OOl90{H) - 0.26S00(SCR) 
SE 13.55 1.13 113 0.Q2 \.13 
P-vaiuK 0.0261 0.0008 0.3&49 0.41 0.24 
T<lbIe 6.13: I - order model for % l'dges detected using pl<lte-~kl! seed cryst<Ils 
% edge . 6.5388 . 0.437SO(SQ) . 0.04417( pH) O.OOO538 (H) . 0.4741(SCR) 
" 1.S2 0>' 0.21 0.0032 0.21 
P·values 0.036 o.on 0 .... 0.87 0.06 
The models In Tables 6.12 and 6.13 accounts for" 64.7 '*' and 57.4% of the variatIOn in the 
% edges detected respectively. The p-vaIues show that seed quantity has the greatest 
Innuer(:e on the % edges detected In both the models. 
The RI values for ali the first order models were relatively low. These gave grounds to fit 
second order models using plate-like seed crystals. The analysis of variance Indicated th"t 
the responses of time to reach equilibnum, percentage growth and percentage edge 
detected were culVlIInear within the ClCpenmentai region . This ITlC<Vlt th<lt second order 
models could be fitted and the crItICal region where a minimum, maximum or saddle point 












Results and dISCUSSion 
6.7.1.4 Comparison of first order models using needle and plate· like crystals 
A test was carried out to find whether a single first order model is appropriate for both 
needles and plate-like seed 0)'St<I1s (appendi)!" I). The discrete factors (plate-l ike and needle-
like seed crystals) were Induded In the I'IlO(jej and gIVen va lues 0 and 1 respe<:t;ve!y. from 
the analyses d vartances for each of the re5[X11'1SC variables, It was evident that different 
models needed to be fitted for plate and needle-like seed crystals. The p-values for the t-
statosllcS were an less than O.OS, confirmlJ"Ig that the responses obtained using plate and 
needle-hke seed crystals were Slgruficantly d,fferent. These results consolidate the discuSSion 
[n section 6.4. The seed crystal morptlology affects both the kinetics d gypsum precipitation 
and the final crystal morphology. kinetics are faster when plate-like seed crystals are uSed 
because they prOVIde a larger surface area for gypsum precipitation as compared to when 
the needle-like seed crystals are used. Maintenance rJ tne plate-like morphology Is possible 
by seeding with plate·like seed crystals. 
6.7.2 Second order models for plate-like seed crystals 
Append,)!" H gives the output obtained from the statlSbcal analysis rJ the results collected 
from central composite experiments, 81·812 and Cl-CB. 
6.7.2.1 Second order model for time to reach equilibrium 













Results and discusSion 
This best-fit model accounts for 97.84 % of the vanaoon in the time to reach equililllium. 
The critical pant Is a minimum, which occurs at a seed quantity « 6.33% by volume, a 
sulphate to c.aldum ratio of 5.68, a pH of 5.5-1 and a Reynolds number of '1 .5 x 10' (595 
rpm). Accord ing to the model, at the aitlc.al point. it takes - 1'1 minutes for the reacting 
gypsum system to read! eqUilibflum. Even though this result Is physically Impossible, the 
model provides the opet"atmg region at which the time to reach equilibrium can be 
minimised. The seed quantity and sulphate to caldum ratios are the most significant 
contributors in the sewnd order model. KeePIng the least Significant factors, pH aod Impeller 
speed, con~nt at 7 and 500 rpm (Reynolds number of 3.7 x 10"'), Figure 6.25 shows the 3-
d surface of the model. The corresponding contour plot Is shown In Figure 6.26 and the 
correspooding response values are shown on the contours. 
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Mgure 6.26: COntour plot foe' Ilme to reach equ'librium, factors pH ilnd N ron5I:ant 
6.7.2.2 Second order model for percentage crystal growth 
Table 6.15 summariSes the second order ~ fitted to the response or percentage crystal 
growth. 
Tllble 6.15: 2"" oroer model for % 9rowth us ing plate-like seed ~f)'Sta15 
Intercept 102.006560 2S.062063 
Tl"Ils best·fit model accounts rOt" S4.99 % of the variation in the percentage crystal growth. A 
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caIdum ratio of 4.54, a pH of 5.]9 and Reynolds number of].7)( Hl" (496 rpm). A 9.08 % 
Increase in crystal growth can be achieved at that critical minimum point Seed Quantity aocI 
~phate to calcium ratio are the most significant cootributors in the second order model. 
Keeping the least insignificant factors. pH and impeller speed, constant at 7 and 500 rpm 
(Reynolds number of ].7 x let), Figures 6.27 and 6.28 shaN the surface of the model and 
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Results and diSCUSSIOn 
6.7.2.3 Second order model for percentage edges detected 
Tabk! 6.16 summarises the second order model fitted to the response of pefcentage edge 
det"'-'d. 
Puametet h~. estImate - ..'.,.. Intercept 9.791181 4.30667 0.0526 
SO -1.364805 0.0758930 0.1098 
SCR -0.536837 0 .... 30318 0.3054 
pH 0.2536860 0.607331 0.6871 
N -0.000184 0.011498 O.98n 
(SO) 0.085918 0.043723 0.0850 
(SQ)(SCR) 0.169167 0.056465 0.0172 
(SCR) 0.049975 0.043723 0.2861 
(SQ)(pI1) 0.0019+1 0.0S6465 0.9734 
(pH) -0.02006'1 0.043nJ 0.6585 
(SQ)(N) 0.001U7 0.000847 0.2161 
(Nr -0.000002680 0.000009838 0.7922 
ThiS best fit model accounts for 89.06 % or the vanation In the peu:elltage edges detected. 
The interaction parameter between the seed quantity and the sulphate to caldum ratIO. AD, 
affects the. oystaI morphology greatly. The higher the seed quantity and sulphate to C31dum 
ratio, the higher is the percentage edges detected. The a1t1cal point for the percentage 
edges detected lieS outside the experimental region. Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show the 3-d 
mace and corresponding contour plot at ;:h 7 and Impeller speed of 500 rpm (Reynolds 
number 01 3.7 )[ 10")_ A ridge analysis revtals that II percentage edge detected as high as 
22% can be achieved by using 9% by volume of seed crystals, 8.23 sulphate to caldum 
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Results and discussion 
6,8 Location of the ideal operating conditions for the desupersaturi1tion reactor 
It Is one of the aims of the project to define the operating conditions for the operation of the 
desupersaturatlon reactor. The operatTng conditions need to achieve: 
o A minimum time required for gypsum solution to reach equilibrium, 
o A minimum crystal growth to occur, 
o A ma~lmum possible percentage edges detected - to maintain the morphology of the 
crysta l to the plate-like morphology. 
The second order models obtained when plate-like seed crystals were used show that 
regions of minimum for the time to reach equilibrium and percentage aystal growth were 
located. 6y fi~ing the pH and lmpeller speeds <It 7 <lnd <I Reynolds number of 3.7 x 10' (500 
rpm), the contour plots lIIustrated in Figures 6.26 Clfld 6.26 were generated. r'9ure 6.31 
shows the two contour plots supenmposed. The regiOn shaded In green is the region where 
the two responses <Ire minimum. This are<l defines the operating region, which Ciln 
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Fic;ure 6.31: COntour plots d tune to reach equlbbrh • .m and 'Mo crystiI l qrowm overlapped 
"The third criterion that needs to be achieved In the SPARRO desupersaturation reactor Is the 
crystal morphology to be kept <IS plate-like as possible. The higher the percentage edges 
detected, the more plate·llke the oystal Is. It was beyond the scope of this project to CiIITY 












Results and di5(uSSion 
membrane damage in the SPARRO process can establish the siZe and morphologV of gypsum 
crystals, wtlich cause least damage to the membranes. The percentage edges detected for 
those particular crystals can then used to determine the ideal operating conditions for the 
desupersaturatlon reactor. The contour plot for the percentage edges detected is overlapped 
on the Figure 6.3 1 to give Figure 6.32. 
figure 6.32: All t1Vee contour plots overlapped 
The red lines represent the ~centage edges detected and the corresponding values are 
shown on the contours. From Figure 6.32, it is possible to rcad off the required percentage 
edges detected and thus Isolate the feasible operating region. For example, for operating 
conditions that yield a percentage edge detf!(ted 0( above 12%, the shaded green area on 
Agure 6.31 would meet a~ cnteria reqUi red for the reactor. For 14% edges detected, then 
the Mea shaded in purple as shoy,n in Figure 6.32 would define the operat ing conditions 
required to meet all the CTlterla of the reactor. For 16% edge dete<;ted, then al l the cr iteria 
will not be mel. In that case, a trade-off between the three responses and the levels of the 













7.1 Gypsum seed crystiJl$ 
The two e~treme morphologies of gyp~m crystals, the plate and needle-like crystals were 
used as seed crystals in the experiments. XRO resu lts confirmed that both sets of crystal 
morphologies were gypsum. The needle-like ~ crystals were formed uSing cao, and 
Na§O. solutions at concentration 0.04 M. The average partICle size of the needle-like seed 
crystals was larger than 100 flm and the crystals had ~arp edges. The plate-like seed 
crystals were formed from highly supersaturated solutions of Cao, and NalSO., at a 
concentration 0.2 M. The average particle size of the plate-like seed crystals was 
approximately 25 11m and the crystals h<ld smooth and rounded edges. 
7.2 Quantifying gypsum morphology using Digital image processing 
AnalySis of images of the gypsum crystals acquired from SCanning Electron Microscop) at a 
magnification of lOOOx using the edge detection approach was a successful, appropriate and 
novel method of classifying and quantifying the morphology of gypsum crystals. The 50bel 
edge operator was found to be a fast, relatively easy to use and automated algorithm to 
quanbfy the gypsum crystal morphology. Needle-l ike crystals exhibited % edges det~ed 
lower than 6 % and plate-like crystals exhibited % edges detected higher than 8%. The 
possibi lity of quantifying the crystal morphology allowed the relation of one of the main 
responses, nnal crystal morphology, to the operating conditions of the desupersaturation 
reactor. 
7_3 Performance of 5 L Jab-scale desupefSaturation reactor 
All the gypsum seeded preCIpitation experiments were carried out in the 5 L lab-scale 
desupersaturation reactor in batch mode. The schematics and dimensions of the reader are 
given In Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Adequate solid/liquid ~spension and satisfactory down-













7.4 Modeling of the gypsum seeded precipitation system 
7.4.1 Effect of su/phiJte to ciJ/dum molar ratio 
Modeling the gypsum precipitating system In OLl System Inc. (Stream analyzer v 1.2) 
showed that the solubility d gypsum decrea!ied when the molar ratio of sulphate to ca lCium 
ions Increased from 1 to 4 and stayed almost constant f()( sulphate to calcium molar Ion ratio 
range of 'I to 10. The deaea!ie In the solubility re5'Ated in an Inuea!ie in the mass of 
gypsum precipitated from reagent soIlAions. As the soIubi~ty decreased, the drIVIng force of 
precipitation, supersaturatIOn ratio also Increased. The malO mum SUpefSaturation ratio 
<ldlleved in the eKperirnents was 2.6. 
7.4.2 EHectofpH 
The pH survey carried out on the gypsum precipitating system USing Oll Systerr Inc. 
(Stream analyzer y 1.2) showed that the soItbihty of gypsum decreased when the pH of the 
so ltltion Increased from 1 to 'I, stayed almost constant fOf the pH range d 'I·tO and 
increased sJjghUy fOf pH greater than 10. ThIs trend was observed for sulphate to calcium 
molar ratios of 1," and 7. At low pH (H), the H" Ion concentratIOn was high, and this led 
to the speciation of HSO,. ~nce the concentration of Hsa. was high at low pH, the 
concentration of free SO,' was also low. At high pH (1IH2) the concentration of OH· Ions 
was high and this led to the speciation of eaOH'. Since the concentration d eaOH" ~s 
high, the concentraUon of free cal. Ions decreased and this increased the so/ubmty, resulting 
In more free sulphate ions remaining In solUtion. 
7.5 Effect ofinitiiJl seed morphology 
7.5.1 Effect of InitMI seed morphology on gypsum preciplti1tion kinetics 
ExperlmE!f1ts with all the conditions set to the same values showed that equilibnum ~s 
reached more rapidly when piate- like seed crystals were used as compared to when needle-
like seed crystals were used. This can be attributed to the fact that plate-llke seed crystals 














7.5.Z Effect of initial seed morphology on gypsum crystal morphology 
The Initial Il1Q'phoIogy of the seed crystals delermloed the final crystal morphology. 
Maintenance of the gyp5l.ll1 crystals of plate-like morphology was achieved by seeding using 
appropriate plate-like seed crystals. ThIs was confirmed by VISUal analysis as weI! as the % 
edges detected of the images o~ioed from the e~periments. ConductiVity meter readings 
showed that there was a decrease In the conductlvity of the reacting solution until 
equilibrium was reached and the conductivity meter readings stabilISed. This was a result d 
solid gypsum preCipitating, causing the concentration d Ions in solution to decrease. The 
increase In the average particle Size d the crystals during the course d the e~periments 
showed that growth of the seed crystals occurred, maintaining the 100tiai seed crystal 
morphology. 
7.6 Effect of seed quantity 
Results from the COI'Itroi experiments Dl-DJ showed that the seed Quantity Slgl'llficantlv 
affected the kllletic:s of gypsull precipitation. An Increase In the seed Quanllty decreased the 
tllne to reach eQui~brium. It took 152, 65 and 48 minutes to reach eQuilibnum when 1 "Ib, 4 
% and 7% by volume of seed crystals were used. The higher the amount of seed crystals 
the greater the total StJface area for precipitation. This showed that gypsum preciPitation 
was surface controlled. The gypsum 9rowth rate followed a second order law. It was found 
that the growth rate constant increased with tin increase in the seed Quantity added to the 
reactor. An inCrease in seed Quantity decreased the growth per seed crystal and Increased 
the percentage edges detected of the crystals. The ratio of the mass of gypsum precipitated 
from solution to the mass of the seed crystals matched the percentage crystal growth. 
7,7 Effecto/mixing 
7.7.1 Hilcromixing time scale 
Results obtained from experiments El,Es showed that the macromlxlng tllne decreased 
when Reynolds number Increased from 2.2 x 10' to 6.7 x 10" and Increased for Reynolds 
numbers larger than 6.7 K 10", The decrease In macromixing time occurred because there 
was an increase in the circulation rates In the reactor when the turbulence increased. for 













which could have interfered with the accuracy of the measurement. The experimentally 
determined macromixing times were found to be signifICantly higher than the theoreti cal 
ones. The difference could be a result of the pH probe response time. The micromlxlng times 
were signifICantly smaller than the macromixing times. 
7.7.2 Effect of Reynolds number on gypsum precipitation 
Results from experiments C5, 83 and C6 showed that an Increase in the Reynolds number 
caused a decrease in the percentage crystal growth and time to reach equilibrium. Crystal 
attrition or nudeat ion could have been the reason behind this observation. Further research, 
in thiS area will help to confirm the real cause of this phenomenon and have been proposed 
in chapter 8. 
7.8 Statistical analysis of experimental results 
7.8.1 First order models 
The result database was statistically analysed and the first order models obtained for each 
response, using needle and plate·like seed cryst<lls, had relat ively low R' values, This 
mot;vated the fitting of second order models using plate-like seed crystals. 
7.S.1.1 Time to reilch equilibrium 
The second order model for bme to re<lch equilibrium was given by: 
T = 333 ,ft 47 .4(SQ) _ 39(SCR) _ S.8(pH) _ 0.2( N) + 2.2(SQ)2 ~ 2A(SQXSCR) + 2.I(SCR)2 
• 0.7(SQ)(pH) + 0.4(pH)2 • 0,OO3(SQXN) +0.OOO2(N)2 
The model accounted for 97 ... % of the variation In time to reach eqUilibrium. A minimum 
OCOJrred at seed quantity (SQ) of 6.33 %, sulphate to calc ium molar ratio of 5.68, pH of 
5.54 and Impeller speed (N) of 595 rpm (Reynolds rnJmber of 4.5 x 104). 
7.8.1.2 Percentage crystal growth 
The second order model for % crystal growth was given by: 
%Growth . 102.0 - 14.S(SQ) - 6.2(SCR) _ 3.ft(pH) _ O.IM(N) + Q.6(SQ)2 + OA(SQ)(SCR) + 0.4(SCR)2 













The model accounted for 84.9 % of the variation in percentage crystal growth. A minrnum 
ocrurred at seed quantity of 8.06 %, sulphate to calcium molar ratio of 4.54, pH of 5.39 and 
Impeller speed of 496 rpm (Reynolds number of 3.7 x 10'). 
7.8.1.3 Percentage edges detected 
The second order model for % edges detected was given by: 
% Edges m 9.8 _ 1.4[SQ) ~ 0.5(SCR) + O.J(pH) - 0.0002 (N) + 0.09(SQ)2 _ 0.17(SQ )(SCR) 
• 0.05(SCR)2 + O.OO2(SQ XpH) _ O.02(pH)2 • O.OOl(SQ)(N) _ 0.000003 (N)1 
The model accounted for 89.06 % of the variation In the percentage edges detected. A ridge 
analysis showed that percentage edges detected as high as 22% can be achieved by u~ing a 
seed quantity of 9 %, sulphate to calcium molar ratio of B.23. pH of 5.5 and impeller ~peed 
of 644 rpm (Reynolds number of 4.B x 10'). 
In all the second order models the most signirlCant factors were seed quantity and sulphate 
to caldum molar ratios. 
7.8.2 LOCiItion of the ideal operating amditions for the desupersaturoftion 
reactor 
Contour plots of the responses from the second order models were used to Iocat~ the 
operating ronditions of the desuper.;aturation reactor required to achieve the fastest gy:l5Um 
precipitation kinetics, the minimum crystal growth and the highest percentage edges 
detected. At a pH of 7 and a Reynolds number of 3.7 x 10', the CTiterla to achi(:ve a 
mmlmum tIn..e to reach eqUilibrium and percentage crystal growth were satlsfled 
simultaneously. However, as it was beyond the scope of this project to Investigate the sj~e 
and morphology of the gypsum oystals that cause least damage to the reverse osmosis 
membranes used in the SPARRO process, it was not possible to define the exact operaUng 
conditions at which all three criteria of the desupersaturation reactor can be met The Ideal 
operating conditions for the reactor can be found to meet all the three criteria if the re<jUired 
percentage edges detected lies between 12 and 14 %. If the percentctge edges requi[ed Is 
above 16% or below 12%, a trade off between the three responses and the levels cf the 
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Some suggestions fl)( further work afE' given below. 
• The experiments carried out In this research can be repeated WIth the use of actual mille 
water Instead of iii synt.hetlt solution of gypsum. This Investigation can determine 
whether the presence of other elements In the mine water affects the physical aspects or 
the gypsum preoPltatlon, 
• Foreign seed particles with a regular spherical shape can be used Instead of gypsum 
crystals. ThIs can enhance the seeded gypsum precipitation and the membrane IHtration 
can be carried out more easily and JX)SSibly with less damage. 
• The effect of gypsum crystal size and morphology as well as preser.c:e of foreign loos 
(sldl as fM9IleSIl.ITl, sodIum and manganese) on membrane damage must be carried 
out to determine the real cause of damage to the membrar.e mOOule5. 
• The scale up of the dCSIJpersaturatlOO reactor should be Tmplemented. 
• To conr .. m the reason why crystal growth and time to reach equil ibrium decrease with an 
increase 10 Reynolds number, crystal counting can be done to confirm if nucleation 
occurs at 11 supersaturatton ratioS stulfled In thIS project To confirm the shear argumeM 
the influence of Reynolds number on gypsum seed crystals size In saturated gypsum 
solutiOn can be investigated. 
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Appendix 
A: CalaJlation of % by VQI(nIe of seed material present in SPARRO reactor (Juby, 1994) 
Bl : Conductlvlty readings for experiments AI-A12 
B2: Data from particle Size distribution & Percentage crystal growth calculations: 
Experiments AI-AI2 
B3: Data from digital image processing & Percentage edge detectIOn calculauoos: Ai-AI2 
84: sample pictures of crystals from equllibnum solution: Experiments AI-A12 
Cl : Conductlvity readings for experiments 61-612 
C2: Data from particle Size diStribution & Percentage crystal growth calculabons: 
Experiments 81-612 
0 : Data from digital Image processing & Percentage edge detectloo calculations: 61-612 
C4: sample pictures of crystals from equilibrium solution: Expenments 61-612 
D1: ConductIVity readlngs for experiments (1·(8 
D2: Data from partide size distribution & Percentage crystal growth calculations: CI-Ca 
D3: Data from dlgitallrnage processing & Percentage edge detection cakuli:ltions: (1-(8 
D4: sample pictures of crystals from equilibr ium solution: Bcpenments (I-CS 
E: ConductiVity readings from e~perlments Dl , 02 and OJ 
F: StatIStical analysis of results obtained from e~periments AI-A12 
G: StatJstlCal analysis of the: results collected from experiments 61-612 
H: StatIStIcal analysis 0( the results collected from central composite experiments, BI-B12 
and (l-Ca. 













Suspended solid In desupersaturation reactor: 41g/L (Juby, 1994) 
DesIgn volume of reactor: 3.5 m'. 
Amouot of gypsum solid in reacto!": (41g/l)'(3.5m)J '" 143.5 kg 
Oens4ty of gypsum: 2320 kg/m1 
Volume of gypsum in reactor: 143.5kgf(2320 k9lm1) '" 0.06185 m1 








































Data from particle size distribution & Percentage crystal growth calculations: Experiments A1-A12 
% Crystal growth 2.31 60.87 9.69 4fJ.27 10.20 33.4.4 10.45 5.44 3.60 10.04 31.53 1.47 
(equa/jon 5-1) 
Error jn crystal growth (J.18 ,." 1.83 5.30 0.40 3.47 0.37 0. 10 0.22 (J.04 0." 0.06 























A ppcndix 84: Sallll)le pictures or crystals rrom eq uilibrium solution: Experiments A I-A 12 
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Oata from particle size distribution & Percentage crystal growth calculations: Experiments B1-B12 
% Crys/;,I growth 
(equation 5-1) 




40.0J 20.111 J'.07 17.7J 
1.81 0.86 5.113 0.111 
47.'0 12.01 14.76 13.17 118.10 
























Appendix C4: Sample pictures or crystals rrom equilibrium solution: Experiments 81 -812 
III 117 B10 
liS 118 811 






















Data from particle size distribution & Percentage crystal growth calculations: C1·C8 
% Cryslal growfh 
(equation 5-1) 





0. 10 1.68 
JU8 24.25 13.79 24.47 














Data from digital image processing & Percentage edge detection calculations: C1-C8 
Analysis of crystals from nquilibrium solution 











Appendix D4: Sample pictures of crys tals from equilibrium solution: Experiments CI-C8 
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APPENDIX I: COMPARISON OF NEEDL.ES AND PL.ATES (101 order data) 
The 1oIowIng •• Ihe outpuls lrom anatyses 01 variance 01 each of tlwI response variabills. T!\e purpose 01 
eech ana/ysia Is 10 lest whelh. Ihe same rll"Sl order modet Is appropriale for both Plate!; and Needles. ""he 
factor CIyslaI hi-. been ~ In tlwI modet 10 tesl this nuD hypo!he$ls. Th. Iactoo" has a value 0 for Plaies 
and 1 lor Needles For each response variable II Is clear thai 1M hypothesis ~ to be rejected. The e,,;,jence 
Is that cliff ... enl mocIeIt IIhoukl be "ned to Plates and Need~. The evidence beirltl the p values lor Ite I 
s1a1btics. which life pi less than O.OS. 
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